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1984 Continued
The trophy is a carriage clock, suitably
inscribed, and is awarded annually for service
to Lancashire, preferably not shooting
success. The award is known as The Dillon
Award.
Again the question of expenses for LAA team
members came up for discussion at the AGM
and a sub-committee was formed for the
purpose of finding an acceptable and
workable solution. It came up with the
following :If an overnight stay is unavoidable
efforts will be made to find accommodation
with one or other of the two teams’
members. If this is not possible a bill must be
presented to the executive committee
(chairman, secretary, treasurer ) which will
decide how much can be refunded.
Travel costs : Team members, sharing cars if
possible, will be paid 6p per mile after the
first £5.00. This figure represents the basic
entry fee for a local tournament, and as a
selected team member archers are being
given the opportunity of shooting in what in
effect is a mini-tournament so it was felt
they should pay the first £5.00 themselves.

THE DILLON AWARD

1985
39 archers attended the AGM, representing 12 clubs, but 13 clubs were apparently not interested
in what might be happening in the county. This situation hasn’t changed much today, in 2004 !

1986
After hearing that the 1986 UK Trials, the selection shoot for British Teams, were to be
cancelled, because GNAS could not find sufficient club help to do the necessary ground work,
Lancashire offered to stage the 1987 Trials at Chorley. This was a brave move, requiring a great
deal of support from the members . GNAS accepted the offer and LAA celebrated by deciding to
seek FITA Star status for our own FITA shoot. This needed approval from NCAS, which was
given,and a charge of £45 to go to FITA.
To make this viable it was necessary to increase the Championship entry fees and the following
were set :
FITA Star . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.50
York or Hereford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.00
Both days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£5.50
Bristols (juniors) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£2.00
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1986 Continued
It was customary for medals awarded at FITA Star shoots to be of regional design but Lancashire
was unhappy about this and asked if there was any reason why the LAA could not award its own
FITA medals. NCAS gave permission and so LAA stamped its seal on its first Star shoot.

1987
LAA teams, up to now had always been chosen and ‘managed’ by a couple of selectors, but it
seemed the time had come for a more permanent management which would leave the selectors
able to get on with their job without having to worry about the practicalities of county matches.
Joe Saxon was the first Team Manager to be appointed.

1988
Having been well pleased with the way LAA had staged the 1987 U K Masters Shoot, GNAS asked
if they would be willing to do the same in 1988. After consideration the county agreed but
stipulated that it would be the last time as it put too much strain on our manpower and
resources, coming as it did,
just before our Lancashire
weekend.
Lee Titterington shot in the
National Youth Squad.
Lilian Timmins decided she
wanted a rest from
organising coaching, having
worked very hard during her
years of office, and she was
presented with a decorative
plate from the LAA and a cut
glass vase from the coaching
group.
Tracy Lamb was called to
shoot in the Disabled Archers
European Championships in
Belgium, Janis Sleeman ,
JEAN HUGHES - FRANK HUGHES - JANICE BUTTERWORTH &
Melanie Bullen and Richard
EDNA BRADLEY
Priestman to the National
Training Squad and Paul Kelly to the Field Squad.
The Junior Championships were separated from the senior ones and will be held at Eccles. This
will enable senior officers and helpers to give the juniors a better deal and better experience.
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1989
Earlier in this account mention was
made of the postal matches held
annually versus Natal Archery
Association. The enthusiasm of a
Lancashire exile had brought these
into being in 1963. However Eric
Parker had died and Natal struggled
to find a replacement organiser. Sadly
the matches died a natural death.
It was this year that Lancashire and
archery lost another stalwart of the
bow, with the death of Bill Hodkinson,
husband of Wendy. He wasn’t just an
archer for his interests lay in every
facet of the sport, including its history,
coaching, field, longbow and flight
shooting. He was Treasurer of LAA for
WENDY AND BILL HODKINSON
17 years.

1990
Annual matches with Scotland faded into oblivion, but the county was still shooting
competitively against Cheshire, Shropshire, North Wales, Warwickshire and in the combined
NCAS 5 - Counties Tournament.

1991
Having a team manager had proved to be a good move,
but another change was to come. Selectors and manager
were to become the Team Organising Group and would
handle all team matters including correspondence and
arrangements for the match, as well as squad training.
NCAS decided to appoint a Judges’ Committee to deal with
disputes which may arise from decisions made on the
fields. One of the first matters they had to deal with was
the increase in cheating, particularly in major shoots. Clubs
were advised to ensure that their members knew the GNAS
rules regarding scoring. If followed to the letter it would be
extremely difficult to cheat.
With cheating in mind LAA began to use a double board
scoring system, so no archer would record his / her own
score.
Planning began for two important shoots which would
take place in 1992, namely The Grand Northern Double
York and Hereford , and a commemorative shoot because

BARBARA HARDING
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1991 Continued
it would be the Preston Guild year. The
Guild is only held every 20 years. Preston
Council offered some sponsorship and the
Grasshoppers’ Rugby ground in Preston was
chosen as the venue with both shoots to be
run together.
There were problems, with the 1991 Open
Fita Star Shoot, of an unusual nature.
When the shoot was actually in progress it
was discovered that there had been an error
in setting out the field and the
measurements were incorrect.
After perusing the FITA Rules Frank
Hughes, judge in charge, felt obliged to
withdraw the Star status. Later it was
learned that the correct procedure would
have been for Frank to have reported the
matter to GNAS, then leave them to take
what action was necessary.

FRANK & JEAN HUGHES

The outcome would certainly have been the same. At the next LAA committee meeting a vote of
confidence was given to Frank for his handling of the situation, which occurred during a period
of atrocious weather.
Yet another long-standing member of LAA died, shortly after the AGM. Jean, wife of Frank, had
been a judge for many years and was a popular figure on the shooting-line. She had just
completed her term of office as LAA President. Lancashire was losing too many of its willing and
loyal members. In her memory a silver arrow in the shape of a brooch was commissioned and
features in the Championship awards.

1992
Richard Priestman brought honour to the county by being selected for the British Olympic Team.
Bowmen of Pendle & Samlesbury celebrated 60 years existence and St Helen’s Archers celebrated
25 years.

1993
St Helen’s took over the maintenance of the LAA ground equipment, having been supplied with a
steel container for this purpose. Walter Street volunteered to keep a check on things.
Elaine Muncaster offered to help with tournament organisation as this job seemed to get more
arduous and time-consuming each year.
A crisis in the NCAS, with regard to the staging of the Grand Northern, brought Lancashire to
the rescue. At short notice it was hosted at the Royal Ordnance Ground, Chorley. This good deed
meant that LAA’s next turns for putting on this shoot would be 1999 and 2000.
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1993 Continued
Paul Kelly was selected for the World Field Games.
Mike Stanley became Junior Officer in an effort to weld our Juniors into a group shooting with
purpose.
Ces Priestman and Mike Stanley
designed a Certificate of Merit which
could be presented to archers in
acknowledgement of achievement; eg
selection for special teams or National
Record scores.
The question of team expenses was
always an extremely contentious topic.
A proposal that the travel rate should
be raised from 6p to 12p per mile, with
the £5.00 deduction scrapped was
approved at a committee meeting when
the Treasurer was absent. At the next
meeting he voted against the motion
and after some heated discussion the
motion was voted null and void, and a
sub-committee was elected to try to
arrive at a solution.
At the AGM Janis Sleeman, Tournament JANICE & HOWARD SLEEMAN
Organiser, proposed that an
honorarium should be paid to any club
which would undertake the ground work for the county’s big shoots. This was approved and
should ease the difficulties of setting up a major shoot. The rates were set at £30.00 per club for
a one-day shoot and £60 per club for a two day shoot.
At the same AGM Janis Sleeman resigned from being Tournament Organiser, Howard Sleeman
resigned from being Treasurer and Joe Saxon from being the Team Manager. Janis took Howard’s
place as Treasurer, but the Tournament Organiser’s position was not filled.
The chairman reminded the meeting that if no one came forward by the time of the next
meeting all the 1994 tournaments would have to be cancelled.

1994
The chairman’s threat worked. Bill Goodwin and Derek McIntyre, both from Pendle and
Samlesbury, volunteered to run the tournaments together.
The LAA team travelling expenses were finally sorted out at an EGM.
Travel : each car may claim 8p per mile.
Overnight stay : should the location merit an overnight stay a refund of £15 per archer may be
claimed for bed and breakfast.
All expenses paid to archers or clubs would be reviewed annually at the AGM.
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1994 Continued
After a couple of years as Junior Officer Mike Stanley had to resign, after moving out of
Lancashire into Cumbria.
It was agreed to do away with awarding prizes at the Lancashire weekend as it had become so
difficult to find suitable items within the budget. As an experiment vouchers from the Pro Shop
would be given, with medals, at the outdoor weekend and only medals at the Indoor shoot.
David Winfield from Eccles was selected for the English Archery Federation Team.
For the second time the secretary, Sheila D Kemp, gave twelve months’notice of resignation.
1994 saw the fortieth anniversary of Lancashire Archery Association so by way of celebration
those who attended the AGM drank its health in sherry. 30 members were present.
A new clause was put into the Constitution, to limit the Chairman to a term of not more than
three years in office. No one person to hold office for consecutive terms. To come into force
from 1995.
There were 45 clubs at the end of 1994
Peter Lamb was appointed GNAS officer for Disabled Archers.
Richard Priestman became Director of Coaching for GNAS.
Sheila D Kemp was elected President.

1995
Debra O’Connor of Rochdale was selected for
the British World Indoor Championships,
which were to be held in this country.
Margaret Smith offered to take over the
clerical work of dealing with affiliation fees to
county, region and GNAS.
Peter Price, a prominent member of LAA, who
had served as President, Chairman and
Coaching Organiser over a long period of
years, died after a serious operation and
illness.
The county also lost Harold Wingfield,
another past President and long-standing
supporter of LAA. Though never a brilliant
shot he was a man who put as much back into
the sport as he took out of it. He was
particularly proud of having shot at the age of
eighty.
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1995 Continued
Sheila Kemp resigned after serving two
periods covering thirty-four years as
secretary. She was presented with a
modelled group of woodland animals.
Roger and Jean Stretton of Rochdale were
elected joint secretaries.
In presenting her Balance Sheet the
Treasurer informed the meeting that
financially the county was in a poor state.
Savings would have to be made and the
fees possibly raised, although that was not
proposed for that year.

1996

ROGER & JEAN STRETTON

Bill Goodwin sent notice of resigning his position as Tournament Organiser after the Lancashire
Weekend, but gave no reason.
The financial situation was still not improved much. Small savings had been achieved but it
would probably be necessary to raise the fees.
At the Championships instead of giving vouchers , which are limited as to what they can be used
for, it was decided to give LAA cheques. This would be a trial move. Eventually things changed
again and now medals are awarded for almost all categories of achievement.
Janis Sleeman gave notice of resignation from the office of Treasurer.
At the end of 1996 Frank Hughes relinquished his position as Chairman, after twelve years in
office. This was because the new clause in the Constitution said that in future a Chairman could
only stand for three consecutive years.
Frank’s marathon term is therefore a record never to be exceeded.

1997
Natal Archery Association wrote to ask if we were willing to start up the postal FITA matches
again. Our archers showed little interest so we declined the invitation.
After having happily staged the Lancashire Weekend at Chorley Bowmen’s Royal Ordnance
Factory ground for many years suddenly a cloud appeared on the horizon. Bolton Wanderers’
Football Club bought the land for practice use. It soon became apparent that they were not
willing to let the ground be hired out as before. Sadly, they put some restrictions on what turned
out to be our last use of the ground and made life difficult for us. This was a bitter blow for us.
The ROCA ground had been a very popular venue, backed as it was, by a most helpful club.
We didn’t know then that for the next few years we would have considerable uncertainty about
the venues for our shoots.
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1997 Continued
News came of a Catholic Conference Centre at
Upholland and happily we were welcome there,
but after a couple of years there was a change of
ownership and we were on the move again.
By this time Dorothy Williamson of Orrell had
followed Peter Livesey as Tournament Organiser,
and she was instrumental in finding St John Rigby
College in Orrell for our next venue. This was an
ideal place, with all amenities close at hand. The
authorities gave permission for the LAA ground
equipment to be stored there and the future
looked bright.
Not so. The 2004 Championships may be the last
ones to be held on this ground as parts of the
sports fields are to be dug up and built on.
Ken Hoult became Treasurer mid term and warned
of the need for caution as to what we spend, or in
two years we might be in trouble.
The Team Squad expressed concern about the
shortage of ladies for the teams, and Ces
DOROTHY WILLIAMSON
Priestman said he was thinking of having ladies
only in the winter sessions of Squad Training in
the hope that they might be fired with enough enthusiasm to accept team selection.
Elaine Muncaster was a willing (or perhaps an unwilling !) volunteer for organising the Indoor
Championships. This shoot had sometimes fallen by the wayside but this time it went well
financially. However Elaine gave notice that she would not be doing it next year.

1997
Saw a developing interest in Clout shooting and Chorley Bowmen organised the county’s first
Clout Championships . The club presented trophies and put on a very successful shoot. Better
still, Chorley offered to stage the 1998 shoot if the county wished.
Gordon Aldred, Bowmen of Pendle & Samlesbury, won the GNAS Torch Trophy, an outside
award for voluntary work in the sport.
After a short but helpful term of office Ken Hoult had to leave due to pressure of work. There
was no replacement in the offing so chairman Geoff Tittensor offered to act in the capacity of
Treasurer for the immediate future.
A potentially troublesome situation developed when the Coaching Group accused the General
Committee of owing them grant money from some years back. Eventually a close scrutiny of the
county’s books revealed no evidence of this claim as far back as 1990.
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1998
The Treasurer’s position was eventually filled by Terry Smith of Chorley Bowmen who asked if he
could put the LAA account on a print-out and also make a hard copy. It would help to keep
watch on matters of finance throughout the year. Permission was granted.
Roy Lengden had to give up his coaching duties and Di Clarke from Bowmen of Pendle &
Samlesbury was elected in his place.
Differences of opinion and strongly worded criticism of his attitude, from Orrell archers when
laying out the ground for the Lancashire Weekend, resulted in Peter Livesey, Tournament
Organiser, leaving his position in a hurry, Yet another job to be filled. Lancashire was going
through a difficult time.
Elaine Muncaster changed her mind and organised the 1998 Indoor Championships and what was
more she made them solvent.
Brenda Saxon was selected to shoot for Britain in the Disabled World Games in New Zealand and
she brought home the gold medal!
The second Clout Championships were held and after worries about possibly having a low entry
the shoot was very successful.
Di Clarke soon became very busy, collecting evidence from all clubs as to the spread of coaching
and coaches through the county. She discovered that about half the clubs in the county did not
have a coach in their ranks. To make a start in remedying this she set up a 12 months training
course for would-be Coaches and County Coaches. Her aim was to get at least one coach in every
club.
Roger Stretton, secretary, said he would like to produce a regular Newsletter to be sent directly
to each archer or distributed by club secretaries.It would be partly sponsored by advertising and
sales of equipment, It would carry information round the county such as notice of events,
tournaments and meetings.
There was much discussion and doubts were expressed as to whether the county could carry the
costs involved. The idea was however well received and was approved in principle.

1999
Fay Donnelly of Nethermoss was listed in the National Junior Squad.
Vlada Priestman of Nethermoss shot in the World Championships.
Paul Kelly of Bowmen of Pendle & Samlesbury and shot in the European Field Championships.
David Copeland of Orrell Bowmen was elected chairman.
The Grand Northern was hosted by LAA, very successfully, and will be our responsibility again
next year.
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2000
The first issue of the Newsletter went out. Roger Stretton had asked clubs to send names and
addresses of all members but only 6 had responded, and 2 had refused to do so on grounds of
confidentiality. Therefore most copies had gone to club secretaries who were asked to distribute
them and report back on members’ comments. It was an ambitious edition with plenty of
information and interesting photographs.
One of the accounts told how Lancashire played host to an archery squad from West Meath,
Ireland. 15 youngsters from 15 to 18 came to compete in a friendly Portsmouth tournament
against the Lancashire junior squad. High Elm hosted the event, using their splendid indoor
range. It was mooted a big success, enjoyed by everyone.
Geoff Beattie of North Meols, then in charge of juniors, was succeeding in finding much more
competitive shooting for the young archers. NCAS ran a postal league and a physical Fita 900
shoot. 6 juniors from Lancashire thoroughly enjoyed it.
Elaine Muncaster requested that the Constitution should be updated to include all changes made
since the last printing which was in 1986. There had been a revised version written by Geoff
Tittensor in 1996 but this had not been accepted.
Brenda Saxon, Chorley Bowmen, was selected to shoot for Great Britain in the Disabled World
Games in New Zealand and brought home the Gold Medal!
Regular Coaching Clinics were being arranged by Di Clarke at venues throughout the county.
From comments received they were proving helpful and popular.
Regrettably Roger Stretton’s hopes for an interesting and useful Newsletter which would reach
all Lancashire archers were not to be realised. In the first place he found he was having to find all
the copy himself and secondly it was proving too expensive to post .A good idea that was
doomed to failure and one that had to be rejected.

2001
The Clout Championships took on a new lease of life, being organised by Jim Kavanagh and
Blundellsands. This shoot’s problem, of course, is that it has to have an extra large ground.
Di Clarke announced the successful qualification of 7 Assistant Coaches. This was particularly
pleasing as they were the first Assistant Coaches in the NCAS.
Roger Stretton expressed disappointment that so many LAA clubs did not support the county.
Attendance at meetings was getting smaller and it was rare to see a new face. This apathy meant
that it became more and more difficult to find volunteers who would help with the work which
is necessary to run the county.
At the AGM the following figures were released:
Total membership
727
Junior clubs
6
Junior boys
81

18

Senior clubs
Junior girls
Seniors

29
27
629
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2001 Continued
At this time there were 36 coaches who lived in Lancashire and worked within their clubs or at
county and regional level. There were also 2 County and 10 Coach candidates just finishing their
training course and who were presenting themselves for examination. These figures showed a
great improvement on recent years.
Emma Parker was selected to shoot in the Euro Nations Cup.
Terry Smith resigned from being Treasurer, leaving Lancashire in a much more stable financial
position than when he started. Lesley Ashford of Orrell took his place.

2002
To upgrade our tournaments it was decided to buy a set of scoreboards with fold - over covers.
These were a great improvement on the old hardboard boards which had been in use for
donkey’s years and which were difficult to keep dry in wet weather.
Dave Copeland offered to make a new leaderboard, something the county had needed for some
years. With the arrival of compound bows and the welcome increase in number of longbows on
the line, the old leaderboard was just not big enough any more.
The new one, when it was set up on the Lancashire weekend. was a sight to see. Dave had made
a really good job of it.
Elaine Muncaster became the NCAS President for a term of three
years. A well deserved honour.
In June Ces Priestman asked if he could distribute a questionnaire
similar to one which Durham and Northumberland had devised. It was
designed to find out how many archers stayed within their clubs or
went to tournaments, what they knew about the organisation and
management of the sport and what they would like to see happening
in their areas. It was agreed it should be distributed through club
secretaries and all archers were urged to participate in the scheme.
Altogether 640 copies were sent out but how many would be
returned?
ELAINE MUNCASTER
Dorothy Williamson received a request for the inclusion of a Burntwood round in the LAA
Championships Weekend for archers with visual impairment. Such a round can be run alongside a
normal Fita with bosses set permanently at 30m, and distance changes achieved by different
sized faces. Archers with visual impairment need scores from such a round if they wish to
compete in the European Championships.
Congratulations were sent to Paul Kelly for becoming Field World Champion and Field European
Champion. Helen Kelly took third place, as did Brenda Saxon in a world tournament.
Congratulations were also given to Bowmen of Pendle and Samlesbury who celebrated their
Centenary.
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